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ABSTRACT 

We study the inelastic z/e scattering and consider possible deviat~ioiis from he 

Standard Model. We perform a numerical analysis of the cross section as a function 

of the angle and energy of the hremsstrahlung photon a.nd show that the degree of 

circular pohrization of the photon can be used to obtain new limits 011 the masses 

and/or magnetic moments of the neutrinos. 
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About 60 years after the Pauli hypotesis, the neutrino remains a. mys- 

terious particle. Moreover the search for the neutrino mass and magnetic 

moment is of great significance for the choice of the gauge theory of particle 

interactions and to understand phenomena like stel1a.r evo1~1 lion, supernovae 

explosions and the solar neutrino problem. The importance of the reaction 

ve + vey for the study of neutrino properties such a.s mass and electro- 

magnetic interactions was pointed out several years ago [l-6]. In [l] the cross 

section of that reaction was calculated including electromagnetic form-factors 

of the neutrino. However, it is very difficult to detect deviations when the 

cross section is itself very small. 

It has been shown [2-G] that the study of polarization ellects could pro- 

vide new restrictions on the parameters of the theoretica, models describing 

neutrino-electron interactions. In [6] ‘t 1 was suggested that the degree of cir- 

cular polarization of the photon in the radiative ve sca.ttering should depend 

on the contribution to this process coming from the direct intera.ction of the 

neutrino with the electromagnetic field. Our aim is to find \\-hat deviations 

from the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model (GWS) irl the cross sc:ct,ion for 

radiative ve scattering would arise from non-standard mass and ma.gnetic 

moment of the neutrino. 

The limits on the electron-neutrino ma.ss from diflerenl experiments are 

17 < m, < 40eV, m,, 2 30eV [7], 
mv, < 27eV [S] , mV, < 1SeV [9] . 

For the muon- and tau-neutrinos, 

mp < 0.25hleV [lo], rn,+ < 35hlek [ll] . 

The limits obtained from laboratory experiments on the ma,gnetic moments 

of V, and vfi are 

/&/, < 1.4x 1o-gpu, [12] ) pup < 0.95x lo-gp, [13] ) 
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* where pu, = e/2m, is the Bohr magneton. From cosmological considera,tions, 

the upper bound, py < (l-2) x 10-llpB, was derived [14] for the magnetic 
. moment of the three neutrino species. 

Let us consider the inelastic neutrino-electron scattering 

- where 1 = e, p, r,... The Feynman diagrams of the t channels are shown in fig. 

1. The first two dia.gra.ms, l.a-b), correspond to the neutral weak int,era,ct,ion 

through the Z-boson exchange and the dkgrams l.c-cl) to the escha.nge of a 

virtual photon coupling to a neutrino with non-zero magnetic moment. 

In the local approxima,tion, -(q - q’)2 << Al& tl re matrix element of the 

Z channel is 
.- . . . A!& = 44; + Al; ) (2) 

where 

correspond to the dia.grams 1.a) and 1.b) respectively. For the sca.ttering via 

virtual photon exchange the matrix element is given by 

Here C, = GFe/&, C.., = 47rap,, GF is the Fermi corrpling consta~~t~ /L,, 

is the neutrino magnetic moment, gv = -l/2 + 2sin2 OIV and gA = -I/:! 
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c as in the GWS model; u, and u, (zL’, and u:) are the Dira,c spinors of the 

incoming (outgoing) electron and neutrino with 4-momenta. p and CJ (p’ and 
_. CJ’) respectively; 3c and E are the 4-momentum and polarization vectors of the 

bremsstrahlung photon. We follow the metric convention and not&ions of 

Bjorken and Drell [15]. In the case of v,e scattering we should also consider 

the charged weak current. However, by a,pplying Fierz transformations to 

the matrix element one obtains that the contribution from the W exchange 

is equivalent to a change in the above coupling consta.nts gv a,nd yA. l’rom the 

eqs. (6-7) we see that the contribution of the ma.gnetic moment interaction 

becomes more importa.nt at low neutrino energies. This point is also discussed 

in the refs. [5], [16], [17]. 

In our calculations we neglect the contribution to the ditferentia.1 cross 
.- . . section from ]AL,12 which is proportional to ~1:. The evaluation of ]M]” 

averaged over initial and summed over final electron and neutrino polariza- 

tions, and the exact ana.lytic integration of the cross section over the neutrino 

and electron phase space were carried out with finite electron and neutriilo 

masses. Using a Reduce program we obta.ined the differential cross section 

as a 1inea.r combination of the integrals 

- 
I(n,n2) = 

(II;/ d? 
C&Q' + q' - .)B-TLL-~J1 ) 

PI q' 

1(?2,7?2, Xl, . . .) 
pfX1 . . $.& 

1y”L” ) 

where: B = -(q - q’)2, L = 2p’vk and n,m = O,l, 2; A = 1) + q - I;; 

EPt (E4j) is the energy of the outgoing electron (neutrino) and Xi,. ., -Y., are 

any of the particle 4-momenta,. We did the analytic calculation using the 

method of covariant integration [ 181 and the results preseiited in refs. [IY] 

for the integration over the phase space of two identica.1 final particles - more 

details on our calculations a,re in ref. [20]. The differential cross section of 

the reaction (1) in the rest frame of the electron, summed over the photon 
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* helicity, can be written as 

da0 da; 
dEy d cos 0, = dE, d cos 0, (1 + Rw) , 

where da: is the non-polarized weak contribution, E, is the pIloton en 

ergy, cos 0, = i. @‘/lz11d and 4, denotes the relative cont’ribution of the 

interference between the diagrams l.a-b) and l.c-d). 

Since R,, is proportional to the neutrino ma,ss and neutrino ma.gnetic 

moment we define R as 

R,, = nz, ““R. 
1MeV pB 

The numerical analysis shows that for E, > lOMeV, /RI N 10’. Helice, 
- 

.- in the case of the electron-neutrino the present experimental limits exclude 

- 

a non-negligible contribution of the interference term, so we will specialize 

our numerical results for vP and v,. In view of the small cross sections it is 

likeky that it will be very difficult to get new results from unpola.rized scat- 

tering. However, theoretical models which give similar results for observa.ble 

quantities, when averaged over the particle spins, can give different results 

for polarization effects because they involve interaction terins indel~enclcnt 

of each other with different spin structures. t\s mentioned above, t11c tlc- 

pendence of the degree of circular polarization on the coupling consta.nts 

for va,rious theoretical models was discussed in refs. [Z-G;]. We wa.nt to see 

whether the circular polarization of the photon can also be used t,o obtain 

new limits on the masses and/or magnetic moments of the neutrinos. Let LLS 

define 

P,(E,, cos 0,) = 
da(s, = -1) - da@, = $1) 
da& = -1) + da& = +1) ’ (10) 

where sy is the photon helicity (sy = -1 for left-handed and sy = $1 for 

right-handed photons). 

In fig. 2 we plot P7 for E, = 50MeV, ET = O.lMeV and various values of 

nz, and p, . In fig. 3 we do the same for ET = 0.5MeV and EA, = 2MeV 
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c with E, = 50MeV. It is possible to compare the behaviour of U, in the 

case of the GWS model and for non-standascl 772, a.nd /I~, The differential 
_. 

cross section for my = 0 and pv = 0 is plotted in the fig. 4 as a function 

of cos 0, for the above values of the neutrino and photon energies. Clearly, 

the contribution to the photon polarization due to the neutrino ma,ss and 

magnetic moment is more significant for small photon energies (conipa.red to 

the energy of the incident neutrino) and large angles of the photon. As i’a~ 

a,s the cross section is concerned, the fig. 4 shows that it is larger for sn1a.11 

energies and angles of the photon. 

We conclude that the study of the photon polasization in the process ve + 

vey can be used to obta.in new limits on the masses and ma.gnetic moments of 

the muon- and tau-neutrinos. The development of detection methods offers 
.- . . hope of being able to perform experiments in the nea.r future to study tire 

radiative scattering of neutrinos by electrons. In particular, a,t LAMPI? it will 

be possible to study the v,,e scattering with neutrino-bea,m energies bellow 

5OMeV [al]. A s ment’ioned before, the non-standxcl eflccts are enlla.ncecl 

for low neutrino energies - at E, < lOAle\/ the contrib.ution of the magllet,ic 

moment coupling to the cross section might be of the order or larger t,han 

the standard model one. It is worth to recall that for these energies the - 
background of the ve radiative scattering is comparatively smaller than for 

the elastic scattering [5]. 

One of us (AMM) would like to thank M. N. Dubinin, J. M. Mours,o 

M. Ya. Sa.fin, V. P. Tsvetcov for useful discussions. AMM and I,13 tha,nk 

the hospita,lity of the SLAC - Theory Group where part of this work was 

performed. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS .- 

c 

Fig. 1: Feynrnan diagrams for the radiative ve scattering. 

Fig. 2: P-, as a function of cosO-, in the case of E, = 50MeI/ E, = O.lA/leV for: 

mv = 0 and p” = 0 (dotted curve), m, = 10AleV and p, = 0 (daslled curve), 

772, = 0.25MeV and ,uL, = 2~1O-~~p, (solid curve), m,, = 0.25A/leV and p,, = 

10-l” pB (dash-dotted curve). 

.- . Fig. 3: Pr as a function of cosOy in the case of IS:, = 50MeV, E, = 0.5Meb and 

E, = 2MeV. The solid curves correspond to Y~L, = 0.25MeV; pI, = ~sZO-~~,L~, 

and the dash-dotted curves to m, = 0, p,, = 0. 

Fig. 4: Differential cross section a,s. a function of cosOy for Eir = 0.1 MeV (solid 

curve), E, = 0.5AdeV (dash-dotted curve) and E, = 2A&eV (dashed CUTIJ~). 
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